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EDITORIAL.

VOL. XXXIV.

T HE Chairman of our Governing Body passed away
on July 21st. Three weeks before, Mr. Gordon

had delivered at Commemoration one of the short and
charmingly witty speeches by which alone he was known
to the majority of the School: for we see little of our
Governors, and it is only by such trivialities that we can
form our estimates of them. Certainly Mr. Gordon's happy
combinations of bot: mot and mot juste never failed to please
his Sherborne audience.

A few of us knew him better: he was at once 'good fun'
and the soul of courtesy, and always adapted himself easily
to the society-whether of prefect or new boy-into which
his connection with the School threw him from time to time.
He will be a great loss to our Priz;e-givings, and a greater, of
course, to the Governing Body: we should like to express the
sympathy of the School to Mrs. Gordon in her bereavement.

An Obituary of Mr. Gordon appears on another page.
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Since the last issue of The Shirburnian appeared a number
of points that call for notice have cropped up. In the first
place a Verse Competition was inaugurated at the instance
of Mr. Prister, particulars of which appear on page 348.
Then there is The Weakly Worm, our new 'Contemporary'
(of which we have had no official notice or complimentary
copy, and which is therefore not included in the list at the
end of this number): this is a V.B (I) magazine, produced at
odd intervals, to 'which we extend a fatherly welcome.
The Weakly Worm mingles with nice discernment the
sprightly and the serious, containing as it does both satirical
references to members of staff and school and more sober
references to the work done in the 'Vermisorium' whence it
emanates.

Another important event since June last is the renewal of
the allegiance of the Abbey Clock. We cannot, however,
claim, as we should like to do, that this was the direct out'
come of the bitter remarks in our last editorial!

Finally-the weather! A common,place topic enough,
you will say: yes, but this is not common,place weather, not
'Sherborne weather: As we write we can truthfully say
that the sun has appeared daily for more than a fortnight
nay, more, not a drop of rain has rained for more than a
fortnight, and the farmers are complaining of the drought.
Farmers never are contented-

For either the rain is destroying their grain
Or the drought is destroying their roots-

and this time, thank Heaven, it is the roots that are suffering.
A real Summer Holiday seems to be in sight.
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SCHOOL NEWS.
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Congratulations to the following on being presented with
School Colours :-

1ST XI
June 28th-N. R. Seddon
July 5th-R. C. Eglington

2ND XI.
July 7th-K. F. Ferguson

COLTS' CAPS.

July 8th-Baines
Snowden
Dick
Morgan
Mallock
King-Church
Fegen

VIII COLOURS.

June 28th-E. M. Rootham
G. E. C. Seale

July 6th-G. M. Vine.
and to all those who have gained Class-leaders' badges.

Our congratulations to Captain Jaques on passing his Major's
promotion examination, and to Lieutenants Randolph and
Thompson on passing their Captain's examination. The former
obtained 300 out of a possible 400 marks, being fourth in the
list to three regulars.

On Saturday, 23rd June. certain members of the Classical
VIth, with Mr. O'Hanlon and Mr. Macfarlane-Grieve, motored
to Oxford to see the O.V.D.S: production of Aristophanes'
Clouds.

On Saturday, 21st July, the Archaeological Society made an
expedition by charabancs to Forde Abbey.

We wish to express our gratitude to Lieutenant Ray and the
Cadre-platoon who came over from the Dorsets' DepOt on
Monday, July 2nd, to give us a demonstration of the workings
of a platoon in extended order.
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O.S. NEWS.

[JULY,

Our congratulations to F.M. Sir Claud Jacob on being made
Senior Grand Warden of the United Grand Lodge of England;
and to the Rt. Rev. the Bishop of Portsmouth, D.D., on being
made Grand Chaplain of the same.

O.S. NEWS FROM EGYPT.

An Old Shirburnian dinner was held in Alexandria on
June 23rd, which, though small as regards the number attending
it (though not as regards the dinner consumed), may yet be
thought worthy of record, as it is believed to be the first 0.5.
dinner ever held in Egypt. And if these lines catch the eye of any
other O.SS. in Egypt, and encourage them to make themselves
known to each other, the record will not have been set down in
vain, and may result in this small gathering being the precursor
of many larger ones. and possibly the first of a regular series of
annual O.S. dinners in Egypt.

It was held at the San Stefano Casino at the kind invitation
of Mr. H. B. Carver (h, 1884-86), a Director of Messrs. Carver
Brothers and Co., Ltd., for many years a resident in Egypt,
and friend of many Old Shirburnians, whose fate has called them
to this country. The others present were Major H. R.
McCullagh, D.s.a., 1st Bn. Durham Light Infantry, who,
unfortunately, is soon leaving us to command the DepOt of his
Regiment at Newcastle, Messrs. A. R. Hogg (a, 1910-14),
J. K. Haselden U, 1916-20) and T. S. Horan (a, 1919-23), all
of whom are engaged in business activities in the" commercial
capital of Egypt," and H. C. Carver (e, 1922-27), the son of
our host, who will shortly be going to Sandhurst.

The health of the School was duly honoured, but owing to
our small numbers ill a crowded dining room we were not able
to give it its traditional vocal accompaniment of the" Carmen."
May time give such increase to our numbers that this omission
need not be recorded of future gatherings.
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GEORGE GORDON.
DIED JULY 21ST, 1928.
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I

The death of the Chairman of the Governors is a
matter of concern to the School in any case,
especially where, as at Sherborne, the Governors
hold their meetings at the School itself. But the
passing of our late Chairman is of much more
personal concern than merely this; for he lived in
the town itself and was a very familiar figure to
everyone, particularly on our own cricket ground,
where his irreproachable tenue as a sportsman and
magistrate marked him out amid the laxities and
crudities of oursel ves and most of our visitors. The
contrast might have been invidious but for the fact
that in geniality and ready wit George Gordon was
more than a match for any of us. Wherever he
came, spirits freshened up, and people felt able to en
joy themselves. He had been for many years on the
Governing Body, and succeeded Canon Goodden as
Vice-Chairman when that devoted Governor died
in 1924. In 1925, when deafness caused Colonel
Goodden to resign the chair, which he had occupied
with so invaluable an energy and assiduity for so
many years, it was only natural that Mr. Gordon
should take his seat: and for the last three years he
has presided over the meetings of the Governors
and of the Finance Committee, and has personally
interested himself in every question that has arisen.
Even before he became chairman, he was very
helpful in maintaining contact between the School
and the Governing Body by his friendly relations
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with many masters and some of the boys: and his
genial and amusing little speeches' on festive
occasions such as Commemoration were always
thoroughly enjoyed. The School was, of course,
only one among his many interests as a country
gentleman, a sportsman, and a magistrate; but not
only as an old Marlborough and Trinity man was he
thoroughly permeated with the Public School spirit,
he had also an inexhaustible spring of boyishness in
his nature which enabled him to enter into our
interests, principally our sportive interests, with
unaffected sympathy. We shall miss him sincerely
both on the field and about the School, and shall
long remember with gratitude his friendly and
charming ways.

T. R. STERNDALE BENNETT, late Headmaster
of Derby School, and younger son of Sir William
Sterndale Bennett, the composer, died at Dymchurch
a few days before his 81st birthday. Educated
at Kensington School and at St. John's College,
Cambridge, where he was 18th Wrangler in the
Mathematical Tripos of 1869, he found his first
employment as a master at Sherborne. During his
time at Sherborne and his ten years headmastership
of Derby School he always keenly promoted musical
interest and appreciation and, by his boundless
energy, helped largely to develop the musical side of
both his schools. At Cambridge he was one of the
founders of the St. John's College Musical Society,
now a flourishing institution. He lectured on
Acoustics at the Royal College of Music, and was
for a period lecturer in Mathematics at King's
College, London, of which he was Honorary Fellow.
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W. W. POOLE-HUGHES. On July 7th in a
nursing home in London the death occurred of the
Rev. Canon William Worthington Poole-Hughes,
for 28 years the \Varden of Llandovery College.

For nine years, from 1892 to the end of 1900, he
had been a master here, being Tutor of the School
House, in charge of the Army Class, and responsible
for the games of the School.

Those Old Shirburnians who were in the School
at that time will not have forgotten his robust figure,
his Napoleonic features, his strong and generous
character, his exceedingly warm heart, and his
vigorous and successful methods of teaching. And
there are among those who have done their life's
work at Sherborne some who owed much to his
influence, his example, and his wise counsel. He
had a very great affection for Sherborne; and
nothing but the call of his old School in Wales
would have persuaded him to leave surroundings
where he was so happy and where his work was so
much valued. At Llandovery his great life's work
was done; and the splendid new buildings there,
the cricket ground unmatchable for beauty, the
consistent success of the School in scholarships and
games bear testimony to his foresight, his energy,
and his great love of his old school. One of the
great Welsh Papers in a leading article about him
writes as follows :-" He had found his life's work
at Llandovery College, and desired nothing better
than to go on happily to the end in serving that
institution. His wish has been gratified. He has
died at his post, leaving a precious memory that will
ever be cherished by hundreds of his old pupils and
others who came within range of his most whole
some and inspiring personal influence."
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COMMEMORATION.

[JULY,

Commemoration was held this year on Saturday, June 30th.
On Friday the cricket match against the O.SS. was started,
though play was stopped for some time owing to rain. In the
evening the customary concert was held in the Schoolroom, of
which a fuller account will be found elsewhere.

The festivities on Saturday were opened by a physical
training display given by almost the whole school. This was,
as it has always been, very genuinely appreciated by the large
audience of parents who witnessed it.

Then followed the Speeches. The Head of the School
first recited the following prologue specially composed by
Mr. Macfarlane-Grieve:-

The DA Y again is here, when Ancient Rule
Gi ves a brief view of this our Warld of School;
Be welcome PARENTS, SISTERS, FRIENDS, who wait
Our Games to approve, our lVork to appreciate:
And you, wise Governors, whose prudent Skill
Shapes all our Ends, 'rough·hew them how we will':
'Mongst whom still holds Affection's largest Share
Our CHAIRMAN'SI courtly Mien and silver Hair.

But TWO a more especial Welcome claim;
Olle2 known to all, to all an H01lour'd Name,
Of whose just Praises I01lg the Tale should be,
But Filial Pride must yield to Modesty.
And One3 whose Years, though few, rich Offerings bear
His learn'd and virtuous Youth Rugbeia's care;
At Trinity (by CA M) Truth still he sought,
(The same a BOUGHEY and a BALDWIN taught);
First Kingston knew, now Blackbum vaunts his Zeal,
As Bishop, wise to guide, inspire and heal.

BEHOLD us then, ponder our Works and Days;
Ce1lsure may profit, but we seek your PRAISE.

(1) Gearge Gardon, Esq., I·P.
(2) Nowell C. Smith, Esq., M.A., late Head Master of Sherbarne School.

(3) The Rt. Rev. the Lord Bishop of Blackburn, D.D.
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Perchance to view our pleasures may excite
A reminiscence of some past Delight.

l
The Father, when he sees us brave and gay,
Resolves that' where he play'd his sons shall play;'
Th' approving Mothers well-air'd Beds survey,
And wholesome Food, and suits of Darkest gray.
Yet not Demeanour and the Outward Boy,
Nor Beds nor Food ensure unfailing joy;
Rather to ' chase the rolling Oval's Speed,'
The Pass well held, th' unflinching Tackler's meed ;
To pitch the Ball upon the Stumps with Ease,
Or ' drive it devious,'-are there Joys like these?
Others the Ball or hard or soft propel,
Unerring, in the Fives Court's narrow Cell,
Or in the Baths, from Spring-Board or High-Dive,
In flashing Circle each 'gainst other strive;
Gymnastic Contests some their pride confess,
Where troops of eager Athletes onward press.

TURN HENCE to where no impious Slaughter stains
Of Mimic War the 1wt-ensanguined Plains:
The ordered Ranks in martial habit stand,
In Ringing Tones peals forth the loud Command:
Straight with one Mind, by Discipline made bold,
The mazy Evolution they unfold,
Drink deep of GLORY, yet feel not its Scars,
And make the Playing Field a Field of Mars.

BUT Time would fail me, should I seek to expound
The- World of School in all its varied Round;
Where Knowled[!.e first her Casket rare unlocks,
That World where Boys' learn Latin and to box';
Where youthful Heart to Heart its secret tells,
Trembling surprised at Beauty's magic Spells,
While lovely Youth to lIoble Manhood grows,
And Innocence ebbs not as lVisdom flows.

But HARK! Methinks the sound of Marriage Bells,4
Upon my ear with grateful murmur swells;
One BRIDEGROOM Mars and dusty Pollux bred,
And one Apollo and Mercurius led;

(4) P. E. H. Parry-Jones, Esq., M.A., :l\Iaster at the School since 1919. is
shortly to be married to l\lissJean Carey; and H.S.Gervis, Esq., M.A..
Master at the School since 1921, to Miss Ruth Streatfield.
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Of Venus and Minerva lov'd the BRIDES,
And grac'd by Queen Calliope besides;
Let All your prosp'ring \Vishes with them tal,e,
And let the blushing BARD his Exit make.

[JULY,

The Headmaster then spoke. He said that there would be
no recitations by prize-winners, since he and the whole Staff
had unanimously agreed upon this point. But he was under a
legal obligation to make the winner of the Barnes Elocution
Prize recite the set piece. O. D. Holt then recited Shelley's
Arethusa. The Headmaster, who in a long and amusing speech
reviewed the last two terms, said that the chief business of the
occasion besides welcoming the visitors, was the presentation
of Mr. Bereny's portrait of Mr. Nowell-Smith. He also called
attention to the fact that Mr. George Gordon, despite his ill
health, was present once again.

Mr. Howson Devitt then presented the portrait to Mr.Nowell
Smith on behalf of the O.S. Society. Mr. Nowell-Smith
accepted the portrait and thanked everyone for the present and
for all their kindness. He then gave the portrait to the School,
which Mr. George Gordon accepted on behalf of the Governors.

The usual Commemoration Service was held in the Abbey at
12.15, a very fine sermon being preached by the Bishop of
Blackburn.

In the afternoon the cricket match v. the O.SS. was resumed,
when the Headmaster and Miss Boughey entertained a large
number of visitors to tea.

In the evening a very successful Dance was held under the
direction of Mr. Thompson.

COMMEMORATION CONCERT.

The usual Commemoration Concert was held in the School
room on Friday evening, June 29th: the School Prefects
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packed the audience into the seats as tightly and as courteously
as they could, so that there was scarcely room to clap the
performers, who were more favourably situated as regards
seating accommodation.

Whether it is excitement or rich fare or the difficulty of
catering for a variety of tastes that causes Commemoration
Concerts to be the least interesting and the least well-sung
concerts of the year, is difficult to say, but this one at any rate
was distinctly not up to standard. The beginning was bad, for
the singing of " Fair and Grey and Ancient" was lifeless and
disinterested and an awkward pause in the middle, due to a
misunderstanding, seemed to set the nerves of the performers
on edge, though they had time to calm down during Woodham's
accomplished rendering of the Finale of the Moonlight Sonata.
This familiar piece was followed by the still more familiar, but
no less beautiful, Choral Ode of Parry's" Blest Pair of Sirens,"
which the Society had prepared for the Musical Festival. The
quality of the singing was good and the accompaniment reliable
and sensitive, though the tempo of the ode as a whole was at
times on the fast side. \7Varner played his piece competently,
but not always tunefully, yet one could see considerable
promise in his playing. The most popular item was the
Madrigal Club's delightfully brisk and joyous performance of
Morley's exquisite "My bonnie lass." The Choir which at
this concert did not show its customary promptitude in getting
up to sing, made amends by their hearty rendering of the
stirring and aggressively patriotic sea-song" The Arethusa"
and thoroughly enjoyed the effective but un musical portamellto
at the end. Kendal played Chopin's Nocturne in G major with
most beautiful feeling and gentleness, when one considers the
piano he used: one had only to watch him to see how he
appreciated the spirit of this lovely piece. O'Hanlon's sang
their winning Glee swiftly and daintily, so that no one could
grudge them their success. Pettitt's piano solo showed great
promise: the School is by no means lacking in pianists. The
Ballad" Lochinvar," which was an astonishing portmanteau of
tunes and moods and dramatic pauses, was excellently rendered
by the Choir, who thoroughly entered into the spirit of the

. ballad and appreciated the intention of the composer.

We were most delighted to welcome flrr. G.A.T.Weldon, O.S.,
whooe reliable and accomplished accompaniment was, perhaps,
almsst the best part of the programme.
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VERSE COMPETITION.

[JULY,

,
A. F. OPPE.

A Verse Competition was held this term, a prize being kindly
offered by Mr. F. C. Prister, who himself judged the entries.
We are printing below a selection of the best poems, written
by boys of all ages. The prize was divided between the first
two. We regret that we are unable to publish more, but hope
that competitors will not be discouraged from entering for any
future competitions.

DOWNS.

Out of the green plain beautiful
Downs, naked splendid downs arise,
Downs of my desire.

D ncertain and hazy in the distance,
Rolling solemnly out to the plain,
The green plain beautiful.

High with steep mysterious places,
Awhirl with the fresh grey gale,
Awhirl with the soft white clouds.

Smoke is always drifting on the downs
The lark is tossed up above,
Crying with a frantic wail.

ON THE WRITING OF VERSE ON SET SUBJECTS,

WITHIN A SET TIME, AND IN A SET METRE.

I cannot write-
You bid me turn upon the lathe a verse
On "Dreams"; you bid me "Caesar's" fame rehearse;
Or treat of " Gardens on Midsummer Night,"
Of " Lady-love and Knight."
I cannot write ....
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I cannot speak as you would have me speak,
When you would have me speak,
As you would have me speak.
I am no mill
To grind out wheaten roses at your will.
If you should seek
True music and the Muses' truer lore,
Let me fly hence to Helicon, nor restrain
My wanton coursings on Thessalia's plain.
Let me no more, no more,
Within restricted space of order'd rhyme
(Where metre strives with music, tone with time,
And all true harmony is overset
With" be ye not so free" or "briefer yet"
Or" keep within the Subject's narrow net "-)
Let me, I say,
No more be bound and prison'd; rather fly,
Ah! let me fly beyond To-day,
Beyond cold limits of our northern sky,
To realms of sun-swept, golden Yesterday,
Where Sappho dwells and vies with Harmony.

Then should I sing a song
Would rouse wan Echo from her doleful bed,
As when mis-shapen Pan o'er Haemus sped
And piped to Arcady his way along,
Or noisy Dionysus with his band
That madly danced and chorus'd hand in hand.
She would forsake Narcissus and forget,
And laughingly repeat
My laughing jests and wanton, laughing lies;
And wistfully repeat
My lover's languishings and vows and sighs:
No more her eyes
\J\Tould redden tear-stain'd as she thought on one
She now would fain yield to oblivion,
Since lost indeed he is (tho' not forgot)
Yet haunts the day-dreamings that lose him not.

Then should I wing my flight
O'er fields I love, fields wherein men delight
To sport or battle, armies well-array'd,
And Titans arrogant and Gods dismay'd,

349
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And Argo sighting Colchis through the haze;
Nor pass the tow'rs unmov'd
Whereon the elders mark'd with wondering gaze
The beauty of the lady Paris lov'd
And Menelaus lost: tune too my lyre
To strains of Eras' all-compelling fire,
And tell of passion's cup by lovers drain'd,
And tell no less of passion's lovers pain'd,
Love unrequited, unfulfill'd desire.

So I may choose and wander where I will,
My companied or isolated road,
Care-free, it may be, or beneath the load,
O'er land or water, plain or stony hill,
Then shall I weave a crown
To adorn the poet centuries adown
A crown of ivy-berries and the yew,
Of hyacinth and crocus, roses few
But O! how fair, and lovely lilies white,
And peacock-eyed narcissus wet with drew.

So could I freely write.

[JULY,

The old grey House in the waning sunlight
Ponders in dreams the urgent Past,

And catches swift glimpses of its story
In some bright beam's familiar glory;

Or in the well-remembered flight
Of swifts, like fairy anchors cast

From sailing clouds deep in heaven's chartless seas;
Or hearkens to its secrets whispered

Within the elms lore-laden shade,
Where doves with age-long anxious cooing
Repeat long centuries of wooing.

Or finds in wind-blown scents its breath stirred,
Old thoughts revived, old scenes remade,

When distant flowers and hay have stroked the breeze.

Sudden as at the bidding of some power
Within the shaded valley's storied calm,
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A church-clock chimes and strikes the mellow hour:
It seems to be the voice of Evening calling,

Out of the silence thrusting like an arm
And on the aged house's shoulder falling:

"Hist! I remind you Time is passing, passing •..."

A little sorrow, and a little laughter,
The rest the dull and dreary gray
That marks a late November day;

Nothing after.

And so my prayer to Thee is, shine
Or frown upon this coming day,
But make it not this endless gray,

o Father mine.

When fields are green, and skies are blue
In Spring-time.

And flowers bloom when buds burst thro'
In Spring-time.

Then is the time when Nature wakes,
And touching with her finger makes
All things seem beautiful and true.

When suns ara warm and shades contrast
In Summer.

And skies are tinged when day is past
In Summer.

Then is the time when I delight
To lie sun-browned, while swallows fight
Flying in curves so light and fast.

When birds desert our homely eaves
In Autumn.

And trees discard their faded leaves
In Autumn.

Then is the time when \Vest \Vinds blow;
And twinkling lights in marshes glow,
To which the wand'rer always cleaves.

351
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When hail and snow beset our land
In Winter.

And Christmas cheer is nigh at hand
In Winter.

Then is the time when Jack Frost lays
Fingers and thumbs on all, and says
"Old Winter grips you in his hand."

c. A. P. TARBUTT.

"TO THE NIGHTINGALE."

o Nightingale, that singest in thicket deep,
And hast no joy but to lull Night to sleep,
Thee would I ever hear, and hearing, bless,
For thou hast charmed my senses, and no less
Than doth the voice of choir singing sweet,
Or the soul-stirring sound of drums that beat,
Or brazen bugle loud, or viol soft,
Or organ's deep, majestic harmony.

The robin warbles sadly, soft and low;
Him I delight to hear in time of snow.
The swallow wings his way in summer breeze,
'Mid scent of flowers, and the hum of bees.
But thou dost sing thy charmed song each eve,
At west' ring, when the blood-red sun doth leave
The Heavens, and we poor mortals turn to sleep.
Then haunting, mystic, low, thy notes ring out.

Two lovers there did then pursue their way,
And in their hearts Hope took exalted sway,
And joyfully they trod their double road,
For Cupid's arrow gentle were their goad,
Sped with thy Night-born love-song: but no smarts
Therefrom tormented them; nay, their full hearts
O'erflowed with Heavenly bliss: and so they went
Where mist-born, rosy-fingered Dawn appeared.

T. W. SOUTH.
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SUMMER AT SCHOOL.

The beauty of life in the Summer
Is enhanced by the pleasures of school,

But when Corps Po's profane it
With rifle and bay'net,
Unless you're a drummer,

It's hard to keep cool.

Then, chasing a ball in white flannels
Amuses a number of boys,

But for those whose ambitions
For lofty positions
Lie along other channels,

This loseg its joys.

Though there's beauty in blossoms that blow
And bloom at this time of the year,

It's distracting to see,
While doing P.T.
The flowers that grow

In our quadrangle here.

So Summer's all right in its way,
And hot weather is nice as a rule,

But when too hot to work, and too hot to play,
It's not very pleasant at school.

MUSICAL FESTIVAL.

353

On Thursday and Friday, June 14th and 15th, a Musical
Festival was held in the Abbey. The following account of it
appeared in The Times ;-

"Few things have been more striking in English musical
life of late years than the spread of music in rural districts and
its increased importance in public schools. The seeds of the
former were planted by the competition festival movement
before the \\Tar; the latter is mainly a post-\\Tar growth. The
brief festival which ended here to-night is unique in combining
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both these vigorous young movements and in improving the
occasion by the addition of an orchestral and a chamber concert.
Prominence was rightly given to the performance of a big
choral work, 'Elijah,' by the combined choirs of Salisbury
Cathedral, Holy Trinity, Dorchester, Sherborne Abbey choir,
the Salisbury Choral Society, the Dorchester Madrigal Society,
and the Sherborne Choral Society, but a choral programme
performed by the Sherborne School Musical Society- had another
kind of interest in that it contained an enterprising selection of
English choral music. Mr. W. H. Reed brought down from
London a small orchestra reinforced by a few local players,
which provided the accompaniments for the choral concerts
which were held in the Abbey, and gave a cheerful programme
of their own in the secular environment of Digby Hall."

"There is no danger of a programme which contains the
names of Byrd, Weelkes, Parry and Hoist sounding anything
but fresh. The Sherborne School Chapel Choir of boys and
masters sang Byrd's 'Ave Verum Corpus' expressively and
with a feeling for the Elizabethan style which they had probably
acquired from their study of the more difficult I Hosanna' of
Weelkes. This did not sound quite so clear and certain in
performance as Byrd's motet, but that it could be sung so
capably reflects credit alike on choir and conductor (Mr. B. J.
Frands Picton, director of music at Sherborne School). The
two works by Parry, 'Blest Pair of Sirens' and an elaborate
anthem for choir, soli, quartet and organ, 'Hear My words, ye
people,' were sung by the larger body of the School Choral
Society. A spirited performance was somewhat marred by the
blurring caused by a tempo just too fast to suit the acoustics of
the building. Hoist's setting of the 148th Psalm provided an
opportunity for the kind of singing in which boys can take
special pleasure and in which they can excel. A Bach aria,
two orchestral overtures and a congregational hymn completed
an entirely admirable (and not too long) festival programme."

HOUSE SINGING COMPETITION.

On Monday, June 25th, the Competition for the Glee and
Unison Singing Cups was held. Dr. Ivimey, the Director of
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Music at Marlborough College, adjudicated. The Glee Cup
was awarded to a'Hanlon's with 56 marks, while a'Hanlon's
and Ross' tied for the Unison Cup. The Halliday Cup for
piano playing was awarded to R. E. Woodham.

The order of the Singing Cups was as follows:-

GLEE CUP. Marks UNISON CUP. Marks.

1 a'Hanlon's 56 1 {O'Hanlon's ... } 282 Bensly's 51 Ross' ...

3 {School House "A" } 47 3 Bensly's 27
School House "B" 4 School House "A" 26

5 Parry-J ones' 46 5 Parry-Jones' 24
6 Ross' 44 6 Fox's 23
7 {Fox's ... 43 7 {School House "B';}" 20Elderton's ... Elderton's ...

CAMPING.

Upon a high and lofty mountain hast thou set thy bed:
thither also wentest thou up to offer sacrifice. Is. lvii, 7

The joys of Mytchett and the lure of Tidworth fade to nothing
beside the magnetism of the solitary bell-tent that stands below
the Sanatorium. Hither on Saturday nights repair some who
could not say no if they would; who are so enthralled by the
mysteries whose devoted priests they are, that a breathed
refusal is to them the breath of heresy; who perform with the
reverence of the initiate (but the skill of the hardened
campaigner) the culinary rites prescribed by their particular
deity, dressed in no Druidical whiteness-but in what (to the
unprejudiced observer) looks very like sack-cloth and (when at
last the camp fire has been prevailed upon to light) incidental
ashes.

These are potential Scoutmasters, whose course of training
is being rounded off with" a little practical work." A Saturday
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evening meal of mackerel or eggs (or both), and a Sunday
breakfast of very much what the normal house-dweller would
have-porridge and eggs and bacon and/or sausages, tea and
marmalade: no one who has not tried these camp meals (and
the most ardent militarist could not say the same of Tidworth
fare) can appreciate the true joys of the life "sub Jove et
telltoriis," the bacon you have yourself fried (and dropped in
the bug-crawled grass), the egg that broke-dash it !-on its
way into the frying-pan, the greasy tea, the hands that smell
of fire and sizzling lard, the fire itself that has to be so carefully
tended if you are to breakfast-or smell-at all. One member
of the priesthood was overheard to say-and in the hearing of
his own housemaster-that" he hadn't eaten a better breakfast
the whole term (Commem. included) ! "

And between the two meals Night" .•.. and sleep in the
Night" (if you're lucky); and possibly dreams of Elysian Camps
where the ground is as smooth as marble (but softer), where
every mountain and hill (especially that Everest just under
your hip) shall be made low, and the rough places plain.

Then there is washing-up, and clearing-up, and putting-with
Scoutlike neatness- away. Some are more particular than
others. Your Saturday's tea-mug may do, unwashed, for Sun
day's coffee; you may even share it with someone else: but
that is not good enough for us-

" ..• We'll have our platter burnished,
Laid with care on our own shelf !

With a fire-new spoon we're furnished,
And a goblet for ourself,

Rinsed like something sacrificial
Ere 't is fit to touch our chaps-"

After all, "if a thing's worth doing •.. "

Not that there are any Spanish Cloister enmities in the
orchard under the Sanatorium. Even if there were time for
them-and camp life is no leisurely affair-be assured that they
would not arise to disturb the peace: here are no alarums even
of •. mimic war," no factious N.C.O.'s or fractious recruits.
-No one even swears unless he's very badly scalded.

S.T.C.
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The season started with four old colours and right from the
very beginning things looked very hopeful. The smaller" bull"
at both 200 and 500 yards, in some way compensated by a
larger" inner," seemed to have no diminishing effect on our
scores, but rather the reverse as compared with last year. Our
average score of 449 compares very favourably with the 417
of last year and is exactly the same as that of 1926.

Our visit to MarIborough resulted in a defeat by 12 points,
the kindness of our hosts ensuring a very enjoyable day.

POSTAL MATCHES.
Scores:

School. Opponents. Result.
May 19-Blundell's 462 429 Won

"
24-Bradfield ...

...} r Won
Oundle ... 447 'Van
Wellingborough 453 414 Won
Tonbridge ... 449 'Van
Mill Hill 463 Lost
Clifton 488 Lost

June 2-Highgate ... 460 410 Won
7-Canford 436 402 Won

"
9-St. Lawrence's

'''1 r Won
King's College School ... 461 439 Won
Uppingham 425 Won
H.A.C. 457 Won

"
16-Berkhamsted ·..t r

09 'Van
Lancing ... 461 455 Won
Glasgow Academy ::: )

400 'Van
Glenalmond 442 Won

"
19-Eastbourne ... 423 464 Lost

"
21-Denstone ... ...} 448 {415 \Von

Fettes ... 411 'Van

"
23-Cranbrook ... ...} 448 {454 Lost

Felsted ... 429 \Von

"
26-Allhallows ... ... } 447 { 412 \Von

Elizabeth College ... 430 \Von

SIDE-I3Y-SIDE MATCHES.
May 19-A. Scott's VIII (at Crackmore) 460 404 Won

" 31-Dorsetshire Regiment Depot (at
Crackmore) 454 405 Won

June 7-Marlborough (at Marlborough) 436 448 Lost
" 16-BCoy.4th Dorsets {at Gillingham) 461 Won
" 23-A. Scott's VIII (at Crackmore) 448 392 \Von

July 5-Ashburton Shield (at Bisley) ... 454 18th
Cadets Trophy 118 2nd

Matches shot, 29; Matches won, 24; Matches lost, 5.
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By July 3rd, when the VIII and Pair went to Bisley, seven
of the eight places had been filled. Most of the Tuesday after
noon and all the evening it poured with rain and most people
only had time for one Gale and Polden shoot.

On Wednesday, July 4th, it was brilliantly fine and the VIII
compiled a total of 458 in the squadded Gale and Polden shoot,
which was very encouraging.

On Thursday, July 5th, the Ashburton Shield was competed
for. At 200 yards the first pair, Martin and Kinnersly, got
down and produced 26 apiece, failures both unexpected and
unfortunate. Then came a 31 from \Vright and another 26
from Rogers. After that the shooting was absolutely splendid,
the poor start seemed to encourage the last four men and Bush
got 30, Rootham a magnificent 34 (the only one scored at 200
in the whole competition), Seale 31 and Vine 30. This gave
us a total of 234 and top place at 200 yards with Brighton,
Rugby and Clifton.

After lunch we went to the 500 yards point and prepared for
the deciding stage. There was a high wind from left to right
about four clicks worth in shooting parlance-in fact it blew
down and smashed our score board, a none too pleasant omen.

The first pair again failed, with 25 and 27 respectively, then
Wright came to the rescue with a 28, while Rogers got a 25.
After this things looked hopeless and Bush scored a 30, while
Rootham, the hero of a 34 at 200 yards, got 21. Subsequently
his rifle was found to be defective, and when repaired, he
scored 31 at the same distance, a very hard piece of luck, which
cost us ten places. The last pair again shot splendidly, getting
31 each. This gave us a total of 218 at 500 yards and 452 on
the whole, our place being eighteenth.

The Cadet Pair distinguished themselves by being second
with 118 to Felsted with 119. Their shooting, for boys under
16, speaks for itself.

The Marksman's Cup was won by Kinnersly with an average
score of 5S'4, Bush being second with 58').

We should like to thank Col. Smith very much for looking
after us at Bisley and Capt. Jaques and Sergt.-Major Brown
for their tireless coaching throughout the term.

We should also like to thank Arthur Scott and his VIII for
providing us with two very enjoyable matches at Crackmore.



ASHBURTON SHIELD.

218 452

C.Q.M.S. L. C. Martin
L.-Cpl. P. Kinnersly
Sergt. A. C. A. Wright ...
Corpl. D. M. Rogers
Cadet W. P. Bush
Sergt. E. M. Rootham
Cadet G. E. C. Seale
Sergt. G. M. Vine

The Shirbumian

200 yards. Total.
4 4 2 4 4 4 4--26
3 2 4 4 4 4 5--26
4 5 4 4 5 4 5--31
2 4 4 5 3 4 4--26
4 4 4 4 5 4 5--30
4 5 5 5 3 5 5--34
4 4 5 4 5 4 5--31
4 4 5 3 5 4 5--30

234

500 yards. Total.
4 4 3 4 3 4 3--25
4 5 4 4 3 4 3--27
4 5 3 5 4 4 3--28
2 3 4 3 4 4 5--25
4 5 5 4 4 4 4--30
o 2 2 4 4 5 4--21
4 4 4 5 4 5 5--31
3 5 5 5 5 4 4--31

359

Grand
Total
51
53
59
51
60
55
62
61

Cadet Webster
Cadet Allison

CADETS' TROPHY.

2 4 4 4 5 5 5--29 5 5 4 4 4 5 4 31 60
5 3 4 3 3 5 5--28 5 5 4 4 4 4 4 30 58

57

"CAREY'S:'

61 118

There is much to be done in the further playing fields before
they are complete, and next term a big attack is to be launched
on the unlevelled ground which remains. In addition the hedge
on the northern side is to be re·made and a very strong upright
iron fence put outside it. This will not be visible when the
screening hedge has grown up, and it will be a great protection
to these fields from cattle and trespass.

Beautiful wrought.iron Memorial Gates have been offered by
the Pilgrims Club in memory of Mr. Carey and accepted by the
Governors of the School. They are of eighteenth century type
designed by Mr. Leonard Davies, and will be hung on pillars of
Ham Hill stone which will be provided by the Carey Memorial
Fund, so that all subscribers may feel they have a share in this
addition to the field. The gates will mark the main entrance
to " Carey's " in Lenthay Road and will necessitate the moving
of the present temporary bicycle stands further west.

The new Tuck Shop has been a boon to many, and when all
the pitches have been relaid next autumn-a first charge on
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available labour-these grounds wiII begin to show their real
value.

If the School be asked to help in the labour of levelling, we
feel sure that the response wiII be willing and immediate.

CRICKET.

1ST XI MATCHES.

SCHOOL v. BLUNDELL'S

It was a disappointment to very many that Junior House
Matches, owing to the incursions of weather and other cricket
killing factors during the term, had to be played on this occasion,
and robbed the younger cricketers in the School of their chance
of seeing a notable victory.

BlundeII's batted first and scored very slowly. Glover was
effective, taking three for 19, while Hopcraft bowled fifteen
avers steadily, and took three for 32. Haig and Lane were most
successful for BlundeIl's and their scores came very opportunely
for the side. The fielding was moderate.

The School made the 145 to win with the loss of six wickets.
With 81 for six on the board it looked like a close finish, but
Knight and Hodgkinson were in great form, and over 100 runs
were added before the seventh wicket fell. Hodgkinson here
found his form and hit with great force and confidence.

Sherborne beat BlundeIl's by four wickets.
BLUNDELL'S.

R. J. Barkley, b Mermagen ... 26
R. G. Ireland, lbw. b Kreyer 12
S. A. Armstrong, c Seddon, b Hopcraft 4
C. H. Buchanan. lbw, b Hopcraft 6
D. N. Haig-. st Hodgkinson, b Hopcraft 34
D. L. Woods. b Glover 8
E. B. Hitch. b Glover 5
J. \V. Lane, not out 29
J. L. Taylor. b Mermagen 1
R. T. Talbot, b Glover 3
R. H. Bull, b Kreyer 5

Extras-byes, etc. 12

Total ... 145
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SCHOOL.

R. H. Gladden, c Lane, b Talbot
K. E. Boome, st Bull, b Taylor
P. H. F. Mermagen, b Taylor
]. C. Gould, c Bull, b Talbot
E. Knight, not out
D. A. Hodgkinson, run out ...
F. A. Simmonds. c and b Talbot
E. K. Glover, c Buchanan, b Taylor ...
A. W. Hopcraft, c Taylor, b Barkley
N. R. Seddon, run out
R. G. Kreyer, run out

Extras-byes, etc.

o
38
o

23
53
72
6
4
3
o

39
10

Total .. 248

3
3
o
o
1
o

Wickels.
2
3
o
2
3

Runs.
14
32
44
23
19

62
104

42
18
13
o

4
o
o
o
o
o

BOWLING ANALYSIS.

BLUNDELL'S.
Overs. Maidens.

R. G. Kreyer 15 8
A. W. Hopcraft 15 3
N. R. Seddon ... 17 3
P. H. F. Mermagen... 11 2
E. R. K. Glover ... 13 3

SCHOOL.
18
20
9
3
3
0'13

R. F. Talbot
]. L. Taylor
]. W. W. Lane
D. L. Woods
R. T. Barkley
S. A. Armstrong

SCHOOL 'V. M.C.C.

On June 23rd, the School defeated an M.C.C team which
showed from the beginning that they were by no means equal
to the School eleven. The Club batted first and were despatched
for 95 runs, the only respectable scores being made by
M. Robertson, Capt. H. de Burgh and North: the latter who,
it will be recalled, took all ten of the School wickets last year,
was nut so effective this. The School then went in, but lost
Hodgkinson first ball, who was caught and bowled by North:
the score stood at 32 for three when Gould came in to make a
magnificent 138 not out: besides this, Glover and Eglington
made 36 and 27 respectively. The School were all out for 265,
Bowling for the School, Kreyer took four wickets for 13 runs,
six out of his ten overs being maidens, and Seddon took three
for 20.
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M.C.C.
Capt. H. de Burgh, c Hopcraft, b Kreyer
Col. E. L. Henslow, b Kreyer
E. King, b Kreyer ...
M. Robertson, st Hodgkinson, b Seddon
Canon Champain, b Kreyer ..
A. M. Miller, b Mermagen ..
Col. R. M. Gillson, b Mermagen
H. Martineau, c Boome, b Seddon
North, c Hopcraft, b Glover
\Vaghorn, c Mermagen, b Seddon
Col. F. P. Hutchinson, not out

Extras-byes, etc.

Total

19
4
3

28
1
5
o
4

19
4
o
8

... 95

SCHOOL.
D. A. Hodgkinson, c and b North
K. E. Boome, run out
E. Knight, c Robertson, b North
J. C. D. Gould, not out
F, A. Simmonds, lbw, b Robertson
P. H. Mermagen, c Gillson, b Robertson
R. C. Eglington, b Robertson
R. G. Kreyer, c Henslow, b North
A. W. Hopcraft, b Robertson
E. R. K. Glover, c Sub., b King
N. R. Seddon, b Waghorn ...

Extras-byes, etc.

Total

o
5

16
138

3
6

27
13

9
38
2
8

... 265

3
1
4
1
o
o

Wickets.
4
o
o
2
3
1

63
69
77
9

19
20

Runs.
13
22

6
20
20
6

3
3
1
o
1
o

Maidens.
6
3
4
1
o
1

BOWLING ANALYSIS.
M.C.C.

Dvers.
10
7
7
6
3
2

SCHOOL.
24
17'4
21
3
5
8

North
Waghorn
M. Robertson
E. King
E. L. W. Henslow
H. Martineau

R. G. Kreyer
A. W, Hopcraft
R. C. Eglington
P. H. Mermagen
N. R. Seddon
E. R. K. Glover

SCHOOL v. 0.55.
On Friday and Saturday, June 29th and 30th, the usual

Commemoration O.S. match was played before a large and
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picturesque audience. On Friday rain stopped play for an
hour and a half.

The School batted first and made a total of 340. Hodgkinson,
scoring freely all round the wicket, made an exemplary 88, when
he was caught by Turnbull off Eglington: four other members
of this side made over 30 apiece, R. C. Eglington making 47:
Nunn took five wickets for the O.sS., but at considerable cost.
The O.SS. started their first innings after lunch on Saturday,
but only put up a total of 151: bowling for the School, Kreyer
took three wickets for 29 runs. The O.SS. were thus compelled
to follow on, but the match was left undecided when stumps
were drawn at 6.45 p.m. with the O.SS. score at 102 for four.
At the close of play Nunn carried his bat with his score at 36.
In the second innings Glover took two wickets for 15 runs.
During the second day play was only stopped by one shower,
which did not last for more than a few minutes.

SCHOOL.
E. Knight, b Nunn 12
K. E. Boome, b Turnbull 32
J. C. Gould, c TurnbuII, b Nunn 8
P. H. Mermagen, b Nunn '" 34
R. F. Simmonds, b TurnbuII 37
D. A. Hodgkinson, c TurnbuII, b Eglington 88
R. C. Eglington, b Wright ... 47
E. R. Glover, b Nunn 16
A. W. Hopcraft, c Kendal, b Eglington 22
R. G. Kreyer, c VJright, b Nunn 17
N. R. Seddon, not out 7

Extras-byes. etc. ... 20

Total ... 340

0.55.

F. H. Wright, c and b Kreyer
R. Eglington, b Kreyer
H. G. Barton, b Kreyer
J. A. Nunn, b Mermagen
J. E. Rawlins, b Hopcraft
J. W. N. Sharpe, run out
R. F. Parry. b Hopcraft
R. H. Kendal, st Hodgkinson, b Seddon
F. M. TurnbuII. not out
F. G. Warner. c and b Seddon
A. H. Trelawny-Ross, b Glover

Extras-byes. etc.

18 b Kreyer
9 b Hopcraft
1 b Glover
5 not out
1 lbw, b Glover

24 not out

24l29
10 did not bat.

~)
23 Extras-byes, etc.

2
18
11
36

4
18

13

Total ... 151 Total (for 4 wickets) 102
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BOWLING ANALYSIS.

SCHOOL,

Overs. Maidens. Runs. Wickets.
J. A. Nunn ... 27'3 1 141 5
J. W. N. Sharpe 9 0 30 0
F. M. Turnbull 27 2 76 2
J. E. F. RawIins 10 3 27 0
F. H. Wright 4 0 12 1
F. G. Warner 3 0 21 0
R. Eglington 3 0 13 2

0.55.

1st innings.
R. G. Kreyer 13 5 29 3
A. W. Hopcraft 12 3 30 2
P. H. F. Mermagen 9 2 20 1
R. C. Eglington 7 1 10 0
N. R. Seddon 8 1 21 ~

'"E. R. K. Glover 5'13 0 18 1

2nd innings.
R. G. Kreyer 5 1 20 1
A. W. Hopcraft 9 1 26 1
P. H. F. Mermagen 2 0 13 0
R. C. Eglingtou 4 1 15 0
E. R. K. Glover 6 1 15 2

SCHOOL v. WESTMINSTER.

This match, played in a gale of wind for the most part, ended
in a well deserved victory for the School by six wickets.
Westminster winning the toss went in to bat on a wicket that
was not yet dry and lost two wickets for 11 runs. Of the
remainder only two men made double figures. Symington, who
went in after the fall of the first wicket, contributed 20 runs,
but did greater service in stopping what might have been a
debacle. Seddon was particularly effective and took five for 20,
four of these being with Hodgkinson's help behind the stumps.
Mermagen's three for 13 was also a useful performance.

The School batted poorly, Hodgkinson's 31 being the best
score. In their second innings \;Yestminster did better,
Lonsdale's 26 at the end being a particularly courageous and
free display of hitting. The School were left with 102 to make
to win. Four wickets were down for 69, but Knight and
Hodgkinson in partnership knocked off the runs. The latter's
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return to form towards the end of the season after earlier
difficulties was a very great pleasure to all who know his worth,
and it was particularly gratifying that the last match of the
season and a conspicuous victory should have shown him hitting
with confidence and success.

The fielding of the side was fair. It was perhaps a memorable
censure on individuals that the wicket-keeper should have taken
it upon himself to show that with pads on he could get to the
ball thirty yards away as quicldy as a fielder who was no further
off.

The bowling was for the most part steady, and the team had
no reason to be dissatisfied with the last match of the year,
except for the weakness mentioned above.

WESTMINSTER.

D. A. Bompas, b Kreyer
L. J. Wakeley, b Hopcraft
G. W. Symington, b Merrnagen
J. K. Luard, st Hodgkinson, b Seddon
H. O. Jones, c Merrnagen, b Seddon
K.J. Gardener, c Hodgkinson, b Seddon
Hon. J. Aitken, c Hodgkinson, b Seddon
H.B.Graham, st Hodgkinson, b Seddon
J. A. Evetts, lbw, b Merrnagen
C. E. Lonsdale, c Bborne, b Mermagen
Hon. P. Aitken, not out

Extras-byes, etc. ...

o c Gladdon, b Kreyer 5
6 b Kreyer 8

20 b Mermagen ... 6
4 b Seddon 19
5 b Glover 0
7 b Glover 18

12 b Glover 6
8 not out 15
7 c Hopcraft, b Glover 10
o c Kreyer, b Mermagen 26
o c Hodgkinson, b Kreyer 6
4 Extras-byes, etc, 15

Total ... 73

SCHOOL.

Total ... 134

R. H. Gladden, b Wakeley ...
K. E. Boome, lbw, b Wakeley
E. Knight, b Symington
J. C. Gould, b Gardener
R. C. Eglington, b Jones
D. A. Hodgkinson, c Gardener, b

Symington
P. H. Merrnagen, lbw, bP. Aitken
A. W. Hopcraft, c Jones. b P. Aitken
E. R. Glover, c Jones, bP. Aitken
R. S. Kreyer, not out
N. R. Seddon, c and b Syrnington

Extras-byes, etc. ...

7 b Symington ... 7
10 lbw, b Gardener 1

1 not out 31
10 c Luard, b Symington 29
5 lbw, b Jones ... 13

31 not out ... 15

1~ )did not bat.
10
o

13 Extras-byes, etc. 11

Total ... 101 Total (4 wickets) 107
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BOWLING ANALYSIS.

WESTMINSTER.

1st iltnings.
Overs. Maidens. Rnns. Wickets.

R. G. Kreyer 10 5 9 1
A. W. Hopcraft 11 6 18 1
P. H. F. Mermagen 8 2 17 3
N. R. Seddon 7'4 0 20 5
E. R. K. Glover 4 1 5 0
R. C. Eglington 3 1 4 0

2nd innings.
R. G. Kreyer 11 3 27 3
A. W. Hopcraft 13 5 15 0
P. H. F. Mermagen 10'3 2 28 2
N. R. Seddon 12 5 13 1
E. R. K. Glover 14 8 25 4
R. C. Eglington 8 4 5 0

SCHOOL.

1st innings.
Overs. Maidens. Runs. Wickets.

L. J. O. Wakeley 9 3 18 2
G. W. A. Symington ... 13'2 6 24 3
K. J. Gardener 6 2 8 1
H. J. Jones ... 6 1 22 1
P. R. Aitken 5 1 13 3

2nd innings.

L. J. O. Wakeley 9 4 9 0
G. W. A. Symington ... 11 2 29 2
K. J. Gardener 11 0 37 1
H. J. Jones ... 4 1 12 1
P. R. Aitken 3 0 8 0
H. B. Graham 1 0 1 0

2ND XI MATCHES.

SCHOOL V. SHERBORNE CASTLE C.C.

May 26th.
Sherborne Castle C.C.:

70. Glover, four for 20.

School:
171 for six. G. C. Ashmore,53 : FergusoD, 51; Glover, 33.
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SCHOOL 'V. DORCHESTER OLD GRAMMARIANS C.C.

May 31st.
School:

179 for eight (dec.). Simmonds, not out, 54; Ferguson, 42.

D.O.G.C.C.:
45. P. St. M. Shiel, four for 13.

SCHOOL 'V. DOWNSIDE 2ND XI.

This match was played at Downside on June 2nd. The
School batted first and lost four wickets for 45: Tilby and
Tallent brought about some improvement, but the former left
at 79, after making 35. Tallent and Simmonds then made a
fine stand, adding 93 runs before Tallent left for a good 84.
Betts then stayed and helped Simmonds to take the score to
256, when the latter was caught and bowled for an excellent
101. The innings was then declared closed. Downside never
looked like getting out or getting the runs. The School bowling
lacked sting; but the fielding was satisfactory, though one
catch was missed.

SCHOOL 'V. SHAFTESBURY SCHOOL.

June 5th.
Shaftesbury School:

34. Astley-Beer, five for 10; Betts, two for 5.

School:
93. Moberly, 37; Tallent, 23.

SCHOOL 'V. BLUNDELL'S 2ND XI.

This match was played at Blundell's on June 9th. The
wicket was very soft, and there was one long stoppage owing
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to rain. Blundell's batted first and made a wretched start,
losing five wickets for ]5. The later batsmen improved
matters somewhat, and they declared at tea with 81 for seven,
leavmg us with one and a half hours to win. Thanks mainly
to Ashmore we won by eight wickets with some time to spare.
The School fielding and bowling were both quite good,
considering the conditions.

SCHOOL v. COUNTY OFFICIALS.
June 14th.

School:
74. Wright, 29; F. P. St. M. Sheil, not out, 19.

County Officials:
75. J .F.S.Betts, four for 29; G.AstIey- Beer, three fodS.

SCHOOL v. CAN FORD SCHOOL.

This match was played at Canford on June 16th, on a fast,
true wicket. The School batted first, and Ashmore and TiIby
gave us a good start by adding 62 before Tilby was run out.
This proved the starting point of a startling collspse, and only
some spirited hitting by Sheil enabled us to score 122. This
collapse was very disappointing, especially as nearly everyone
looked like making runs, but after making a few good shots got
out to a poor shot. Canford did none too well at first, losing
four wickets for 30, but later they improved matters and
finished with 96 for seven. The School fielding was excellent
and the bowling steady, with Moberly the best.

SCHOOL v. DORCHESTER OLD GRAMMARIANS e.e.
June 21st.

D.O.G.C.C.:
38. T. K. West, four for 16; R. Eglington, three for 2;

F. P. St. M. Sheil, three for 6.
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School:

74 for two. Wright, 40.

SCHOOL v. BRUTON SCHOOL.

This match was played at Bruton in bitterly cold weather on
June 28th. The School started well, getting two wickets down
for 6 runs. Unfortunately, we then proceeded to miss a number
of catches, and profiting by their escapes,Weaver and Simmonds
added 230 runs. On Simmonds' dismissal Weaver continued
to score quickly, and Bruton were able to declare at 324 for four.
After Wright had left at 32, Tilby and Betts added 100 runs
for the second wicket, but then wickets fell fast, and it was only
owing to a good innings of 27 not out by West, that we avoided
defeat, our score at the close being 232 for eight. Tilby played
a very good innings, while Betts showed a good defence and
picked out the right ball to hit. The School bowling was not
very formidable, though West worked hard and was fairly
steady. The ground fielding was quite good, but the catching
was distinctly bad and threw away any chance we had of
winning.

2ND XI.

Matches played 9
Won 5
Drawn 3
Lost 1

Although the above record seems fairly satisfactory, the team
cannot be described as a good one. The batting lacked
reliability. In the earlier matches it was only good work by
the later batsmen that saved us from being dismissed for very
small scores, while as soon as the early batsmen ran into form,
the later ones made a habit of collapsing. One or two of our
scores were very dissappointing. The best batting' performances
were probably against Downside and Bruton, though our scores
then were largely the work of two or three batsmen. The
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bowling was usually steady, but lacked life and variety. The
ground fielding steadily improved and was particularly good
against Canford. The catching, except against Bruton, was
fairly safe. Carey proved quite a reliable wicket-keeper and
did one or two quite brilliant pieces of stumping.

SENIOR CRICKET CUP.

Parry-Jones' won the Senior House Cricket Cup this year,
defeating Ross' in the final by one wicket. The results were
as follows :-

First Round.

School House" B "
Parry-Jones'
Ross'
Elderton's

beat School House "A"
" Fox's
.. Bensly's
" O'Hanlon's

Parry-Jones'
Ross'

Parry-Jones'

Second Round.

beat School House " B "
" Elderton's

Final.

beat Ross'

FIRST ROUND.

SCHOOL HOUSE "A" 'D. SCHOOL HOUSE" B."

School House" B .. defeated School House"A" in the first
round by an innings and 119 runs. From the first School
House "A" never looked like winning. Scores;
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School House "A "-1st innings: 89 (D'Oyly Carte, 35;
Fox, 17; A.W.Hopcraft, four for 28; Mossman, two for 4;
Devitt ma., two for l). 2nd innings; 110 (D'Oyly Carte,
26; White ma., 21; W. 1. Moberly, 23; A. W. Hopcraft,
five for 35).

School House" B "- 314 (Potter, not out 150; A. W.
Hopcraft, 43; Beattie, 30; lnnes, 23).

PARRY-JONES'V. FOX'S.

This match was played on No. 2 and won by Parry-Jones'
by an innings and 37 runs.

Scores:-
Fox's-lst innings: 61 (Kemp, 15; Bateman, 15; Lean,

six for 22). 2nd innings; 75 (Greig ma., 22; E. Knight,
19; P. H. F. Mermagen, six for 15; Lean, four for 28).

Parry-jones'-163 O. C.W. Gould, 27; P. H. F. Mermagen,
66; E. R. K. Glover, four for 33).

ELDERTON'S v. O'HANLON'S.

Played on No. 1.
Elderton's were put in to bat and scored 388. O'Hanlon's

replied with 200, largely owing to a good seventh wicket partner
ship between Duff and Hogg of 101. O'Hanlon's, following
on, made 195, J. S. Saunderson playing a very good innings.
Scores ;-

Elderton's-388 (K.E.Boome, 76; Loveluck,64; Snowden,
not out, 54; Smith ma., 49; Hind, 41; Brown, 35; J. S.
Saunderson, five for 73) and 9 for no wicket.

O'Hanlon's-200 (Duff, 70; Godwin, 31; Smith ma., three
for 25) and 195 (J. S. Saunderson, 78; Harris, not out,
51 ; Snowden, three for 52; Hind, three for 53).

ROSS' V. BENSLY'S.

Ross' beat Bensly's by nine wickets.
Bensly's-268 (F. A. Simmonds, 123; J. A. TalIent, 52;

J. F. S. Betts, 41; N. R. Seddon, four for 52; R. C.
Eglington, three for 39) and 139 (J. Astley-Beer, foudor
30; R. C. Eglington, three for 32).
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Ross'-327 (R. C Eglin~ton, 111; K. F. Ferguson, 97;
T. K. West, 42; ]. A. Tallent, seven for 69) and 81 for
one wicket (G.C.Ashmore, not out, 45; K.F.Ferguson, 30).

SECOND ROUND,

SCHOOL HOUSE "B" v. PARRY-lONES'.

Parry-Jones' beat School House "B" on No. 7 by an innings
and 76 runs.

Scores :-
Parry-Jones'-34-0 (D. A. Hodgkinson, 152 j J. C. D. Gould,

54; Devitt ma., six for 81).
School House "B"-lst innings: 225 (Hopcraft, 107 ; Potter,

42, not out j Williams, 33; Carey ma., two for 6). . 2nd
innings: 39 (R. G. Kreyer, two for 8; F. P. St. M. Sheil,
one for 3; Lean, three for 3).

ROSS' v. ELDERTON'S.

Ross' beat Elderton's by an innings and 107 runs.
Ross'-299 (K. F. Ferguson, 74; Mallock, 57 j J.Astley-Beer,

39; R. C. Eglington, 36; Morgan, 33 j Eliott, five for 75;
Smith, three for 38).

Elderton's - 62 (Smith, not out, 22; J. Astley-Beer, five
for 21; R. C. Eglington, three for 12) and 130 (Brown, 41;
Smith, 27; Snowden, 22 j N. R. Seddon, thiee for 41 j

R. C. Eglington, four for 12; Barton, two for 9).

FINAL.

PARRY-lONES' v. ROSS'

" When victory hangs on hit or miss. "
Not often a true description, but in this case definitely so.

The game was interesting and the end dramatic, when with one
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run to make, and the last man in, Kreyer hit courageously and
won the match for Parry-Jones', after a general collapse of the
side. Ross' made 90 for two in their first innings, Ashmore's
excellent 40 being top score, and then an epidemic of playing
too soon fell upon them, and a mere 191 was their total.
Failure to hit half-volleys was a part cause, but the bowling
was undoubtedly steady apart from these gifts. Parry-Jones'
also started well and then failed, though Sheil put on some
runs at the end as Halliley had done for Ross'. Gould was
missed four times at least during his 84 runs and no explanation
is forthcoming. Ross' second innings was disappointing, though
Morgans' 32 wa5 a bright effort at the end. Parry-Jones' were
left with 105 to win. Hodgkinson S'3t an inspiring example to
his side. His 65 was full of determination and courage, but he
was missed after making 3. A collapse began, Seddon, who
took six for 35, being especially deadly. Hodgkinson was leg
before-wicket with the score at 102, Sheil was bowled at 103
for nine, and then Kreyer hit that four which he will remember
all his life. For the winners Carey at one time took three
wickets for 1 run, and Lean was a good man to supplement
Kreyer and Mermagen. The losers have to think about those
dropped catches, for their captain, Ashmore, was badly let down
in this respect.

Ross'-191 (Ashmore, 40; Halliley, 37; Carey, three for 1;
Lean, four 48).

Parry-Jotles'-224 (Gould, 84, not out; Morgan, three for
34; Seddon, four for 54).

Ross'-137 (Morgan, 32, not out; Sheil, four for 20; Lean,
three for 25).

Parry-Jotles'-107 for nine (Hodgkinson, 65; Seddon, six
for 35).

SENIOR COLTS.

SENIOR COLTS v. DOWNSIDE.

Played June 2nd, at Downside.
School-245 for seven. Brown, 101; Smith, 35 not out j

Peter, 34 j Gow, 32.
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Downside-117. Snowden, three for 27; Lean, three for 18 ;
King-Church, four for 28. \-Von by 128 runs.

Peter and Gow gave us an excellent start by scoring 70 for
the first wicket, and later Brown and Smith scored very fast in
their stand of 90 for the sixth wicket. Downside were left as
long to get the runs, as we had, but never looked like succeeding
after their first few men were out. Our bowling was very
accurate; the fielding was much better than last year on the
same ground; Brown captained the side well, and played a fine
innings. The substitutes in the match deputized admirably.

Played June 16th, at Sherborne.

Downside-63. Halliley, four for 26; Morgan, two for 6;
Lean, two for 7.

School-68 for six. Won by four wickets.

The match was notable for the unnecessarily slow and un
interesting cricket by both sides. The pitch certainly did not
help the batsmen, and the bowling was reasonably accurate, but
23 maidens out of 42 avers bowled by our side seemed a too
respectful treatment of our bowlers. VYe also were very slow,
scratching about, instead of going for the runs.

SENIOR COLTS 'V. BRUTON.

Played July 5th, at Sherborne.

Sherborne-205 for 2. Halliley, 110 not out; Dick, 30;
Brown, 46 not out.

Bruton-59. Halliley, five for 16; Lean, three for 16.
Won by 146 runs.

Halliley had a great match, though he was inclined, in
scoring his lOO, to treat a loose ball with too much respect.
Bruton were handicapped by the absence of some of their better
players.
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RETROSPECT.

This was a much more successful season than had been ex
pected, especially in the batting. The impression at the
beginning of the season was that possible batsmen were lucky
rather than skilful, but everyone improved and some good per
formances were the result. The bowling was of a high standard,
as shown by the fact that 117 was the highest score made
against us, and that on a plumb fast wicket. Halliley took in
all nine wickets for 4'7 a-piece, and Lean eight for 5 a-peice, and
the other bowlers were more than adequate. The fielding, on the
whole, was quite good, especially at Downside, but not a single
opponent was run out, and no one was outstanding. The
running between the wickets by our side left a good deal to be
desired. We were in the extraordinary position of having four
wicket-keepers good enough to play for the side.

JUNIOR COLTS.

The Junior Colts reached much the same level as in 1927,
being a fair side, but not particularly good.

Of the matches played against Downside, the first (here) was
won easily by seven wickets, the second lost after a hard struggle
by 23 runs. The bowling of Morgan ma. and some bad batting
by Downside won us the first match,good bowling by them and
bad fielding by us lost the second, despite some good bowling
by Evans.

Morgan and Evans were clearly the best bowlers and showed
great promise; Penno and Manning were also useful. Of the
batsmen, Fox mi., Morgan, Lyle and Innes were probably the
best, but they could not be relied upon to get runs in matches,
Innes having the best record in this respect. Fenwick and
Fox were quite good wicket-keepers, but the fielding was weak,
if one excepts a fine catch by Lyle in the first Downside
match, and smart run-outs by Smyly mi. in the second
Downside match and by Cook for the first-year side 'tI. the
Bournemouth Preparatory Schools-a match which resulted in
a draw rather in their favour.
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Finally, it seems a pity that the proper Junior Colts matches
should be finished by June 9th; this year the season was over
before the side was together.

CRICKET RETROSPECT.

The season of 1928 was, on the whole, a successful one for
the School Eleven, seven matches being won outright. The
bowling of the side was good: the batting could be of a high
standard, but too often came to nothing, with the result that
one man (though not always the same one) was left to do all
the work. Gladden was at first quite outstanding, but after his
illness was not in form for the Westminster match. Hodgkinson
could make no runs at first, but came on when Gladden went
off. The real disappointments of the season were the Tonbridge
and Radley matches. In the former the batting failed miserably
twice; in the latter too badly in the first innings to be saved
by a better second innings. Downside, however, were well
beaten, and Blundell's too, after one or two shaky periods. The
defeat of the M.C.C. and then of Westminster (in spite of yet
another batting failure in the first innings) was a fitting close
to the season. Of the bowlers Kreyer was the best, though he
was closely followed by Mermagen and Glover. Seddon, too,
played his part well. In fact, the strength of the bowling may
be judged by the fact that only twice did our opponents make
more than 200.

But the real weakness of the side was its fielding. It was
not, for the most part, lack of keenness, but of ability; though
even with the material to hand there should have been decidedly
more improvement than there was.

In Hodgkinson the side had a captain whose keenness and
thoroughness were always a great asset, and it was a delight to
all when he began to show his real form as a batsman after a
difficult start.

* * * * * *
As regards the School in general, Cricket this term has been

run on much the same lines as usual, except that-apart from
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matches-the age for Colts has been ignored in arranging games.
There have been four definite games in succession from the
top and not many promising cricketers have escaped notice.
League games have been played, and according to a return from
House Captains justify their existence. House nets have been
abolished, but Houses have been coached in nets by Masters,
who have kindly taken on the task since Senior House Matches
started. An innovation has been a trial game of next year's
Possibles at the end of term. The great problem still remains
of how to cater for remnants of Houses. In this matter
House Captains have perhaps not been so helpfully insistent
as they might have been.

It is of interest to note that, partly as a test, a variety of
alternatives to cricket for non-enthusiasts was offered on one
day in the week. The response was so small that it is hard not
to feel that the old cry of cricket being a curse to many has
been overdone.

The Captain of Games wishes to thank all Masters who have
coached and umpired during the term. It goes without saying
that their assistance alone makes the satisfactory organization
of games possible.

E. Knight won the Cup for Batting Average (33).

R. G. Kreyer won the Bowling Belt, taking 25 wickets for
11.5 runs each.

The Fielding Prize was not awarded.

CHARACTERS OF THE XI.

D. A. HODGKINSON 0926-27-28, Captain). He has cap
tained the side very well, and has shown splendid keenness.
The care of captaincy told on his actual cricket in the first part
of the season, but he got into his form for the last few matches,
when he batted well and kept wicket excellently.
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R. G. KREYER (1926-27-28). A useful fast medium bowler
who has done a lot of work. He must break himself of his
follow-through down the middle of the pitch, or he will not be
allowed to bowl in anything like good cricket. Occasionally
gets a few runs by hitting. Slow and clumsy in the field.

R. H. GLADDEN (1926-27-28). The soundest bat on the
side. He has good defence and firm scoring strokes all round
the wicket. He had bad luck in going sick in the middle of
the school matches. Sound field.

P. H. F. MERMAGEN (1927-28). A fast slinger who
occasionally gets the ball to swing away. Hs has made few
runs this year, partly due to lack of confidence and partly to
his poor style. Very hard-working in the field.

E. KNIGHT (1927-28). A fast-scoring bat when going, but
is a poor starter. He has a bad habit of dropping his right
knee and playing across the line of the ball. Fielded at cover
well, especially in the earlier matches. A useful reserve wicket·
keeper.

A. W. HOPCRAFT (1927-28). Slow medium right hand
bowler, distinctly dangerous with the new ball. He did a great
deal of hard work. Can make runs occasionally, and is a
useful slip field.

K. E. BOOME (1928). A useful bat with nice strokes,
especially a hook. He mistakes the ball on the middle-square
leg for one outside the leg stump, and is often l.b.w. in
consequence. Keen field.

J. C. D. GOULD (1928). A very good bat when he has got
30 or 40 runs, but his first 30 or 40 are generally scratchy, as
he will not use his feet when he first goes in. Very slow and
clumsy in the field.

E. R. K. GLOVER (1928). A very promlsmg cricketer. A
fast bowler with a good action, he should become very useful
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in a year or two, but he must learn to bowl with his whole heart
even if not getting wickets. Might become a good forcing bat.
Must improve his fielding, and be on his toes all the time.

N. R. SEDDON (1928). A useful slow left-hander, who has
not had any help from the hard wickets. He is not afraid of
pitching it well up. He must persevere in spinning the ball.
Will make runs in the future. Rather a poor field.

R. C. EGLINGTON (1928). A good bat with sound defence
and some scoring strokes. He gets out too often through
carelessness. A good field and a fair change bowler.

AVERAGES.

BATTING.
Innings. Runs. Highest Score. Average.

E. Knight 14- 335 138* 33.5

R. H. Gladden 12 361 74 30.1

]. C. D. Gould 14- 388 138* 29.8

K. E. Boome 14- 288 50 24.0

D. A. Hodgkinson 14- 309 88 23.7
'Signifies not out.

BOWLING.
Overs. Runs. Wickets. Average.

R. G. Kreyer 113 274 25 11.5

E. R. K. Glover 108 236 20 11.8

P. H. F. Mermagen 14-3 362 26 13.8

N. R. Seddon 88 270 18 15.0

A. W. Hopcraft 190 490 22 22.3
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JUNIOR CRICKET CUP.

The Junior Cricl,et Cup was won this year by Parry-Jones',
who won every match except the one against Ross', which was
drawn. School House" B " were second, being only one point
behind the winners, by whom they were defeated.

The results were as follows :-
.",
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Parry -Jones' 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 13
School House" B " 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 12
Ross' 1 0 2 1 2 2 2 10
Bensly's ... 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 8
School House "A" 0 0 1 0 2 2 2 7
Elderton's 0 0 0 0 0 2 2

""O'Hanlon's 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2
Fox's 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

RELAY.

We regret that owing to an unfortunate oversight no mention
of the Relay was made among the Sports news in our last issue.
This was run on the last Monday of last term. School House
" B" won, their team being-O. 1. Green, R. E. Nash, J. K.
Potter and J. C. Rotton. Parry-Jones' were second.

TENNIS.

A considerable amount of money was spent at the beginning
of the term in improving the Tennis Courts. It was hoped
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that the players themselves would evolve some kind of system
wherebyJull benefit would be secured for all. This was not
done, and courts have been far too frequently unused.

FOOTBALL FIXTURES, 1928.

We are publishing the 1st XV football fixtnres for 1928, as
they may be of interest to some O.SS.

Sat. Sept. 29th Yeovil Home
Thurs. Oct. 4th Somerset Wanderers Home
Sat.

"
13th Blundell's Home

Sat.
"

20th Downside Away
Sat.

" 27th Blackheath "A" Home
Sat. Nov. 3rd Tonbridge Away
Sat.

"
10th Radley Home

Sat.
"

24th Richmond "A" Home
Sat. Dec. 1st Dulwich Away
Sat. " 8th Downside Home
Sat.

" 15th O.SS. Home

CORRESPONDENCE.

[The Editors of The Shirburnian do not hold themselves responsible for
the opinions expressed by contributors.]

To the Editors of The Shirburnian.

SAFETY FIRST!
Dear Sir,

In these super-speed days when the highways are mesmerised by a mass
of mechanical machinery, and the life of the pedestrian is almost a thing
of nought, we are being reminded continually that" Safety First" tactics
are our only chance. A visitor to the School precincts may be moved to
say, when peering nervously into the Courts, "\Vhat a peaceful spot to
find in the midst of a busy country-town?" And, Sir, he would be:: wrong.
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I am a nervous person and the strain of what may happen at any time,
and has happened several times in my presence, is too good for me to keep
silent longer.

There is a certain opening on the north side of the Courts over which
the sinister figures" 1913" appear. Just before you reach this opening
there is a sharp corner belonging to what is vaguely known as the
Geography Room. This has been the scene of the upsetting of many a
dignity by mere impudence. It has become so common that I feel it is
time that some" Safety First" tactics were introduced into these" peaceful
precincts." Here it is that the Lower School boy, fleeing from the wrath
of Mr. P--s or Mr. B--w, holds up with savage assault the slow and
stately tread of the Classical Sixth or Upper Army Class, as they set out
to devour with critical eye the notices for the day.

What about a mirror on the wall or an A.A. Sign, "Walk slowly
School." I agree, Sir, that the prospect is unpleasant, but it seems to be
the choice of evils. I agree with W. H. Davies:-

" A poor life this if, full of care,
We have no time to stand and stare."

Yours apologetically,
ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING-GLASS.

Dear Sir,
I think I can set the hearts of " Two Little Bluebirds" at rest as to the

significance of the wilderness between the 'Workshop and Bath. Of late,
I have observed many youths riding bicycles round the open space
adjoining, almost incessantly in their spare moments. This can only point
to one fact-that our far seeing and watchful Governors, years ahead of
time, conceived the idea of Dirt Track Racing. To this end they have
laboriously accumulated masses of dirt and now, at any moment, we may
see the Sherborne Dirt Track advertized and flourishing, teeming with
bicycling boys, now so industriously practising. A boon companion
suggested that the open space will be used as a soccer ground in the inter
vals of Dirt Track activities so that the half bricks will not live a wasted
and referee-less life, but I crushed him with a glance.

I am, dear sir,
Yours truly,

"BIG BILL."

OUR CONTEMPORARIES.

We acknowledge with thanks the receipt of the following
and apologize for any accidental omissions :-

The Alleynian,Brighton College Magazine, The Blundellian,
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Cheltonian, Clijtonian, Carthusian, Dovorian, Eton College
Chronicle, El Batidor, Felstedian, Fettesian, H aileyburian,
Lancing College Magazine, Loretto's 100 years, Malvernian,
Marlburian, Meteor, Radleian, StapZeton Magazine, Upping
School Magazine, Wykehamist.

HOUSES.

The School House (a).
James', Curteis', Wood's, Whitehead's, Wildman's, Carey's,

Parry-Jones' (b).
Tancock's, Wilson's, Dunkin's, Bensly's (e).

Blanch's, Bell's, Bensly's, Tindall's, Fox's (d).
Hetherington's, Rhoades', Hodgson's, King's, Elderton's (f).

Milford's, Ross's (g).
O'Ranlon's (h).

Town (T).
Preparatory (Prep.).





NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

All Business Communications with
regard to the Shirburnian should
be made to the Publishers at
The Abbey Book Shop,The Parade,
Sherborne, Dorset, to whom alone
Subscriptions should be sent.



NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

All Letters and Articles intended for publication should
be sent to the EDITOR, School House, Sherborne, Dorset.

The Annual Subscription is 6/6 including postage. The
Shirbltrnian is published six times in the year, twice each
term.

Subscribers changing their addresses are requested to
communicate at once with the PUBLISHERS, as otherwise
the Shirbltrniall cannot possibly be forwarded to them.
This applies especially to subscribers entering or leaving
the Universities.

No anonymous contribution will be accepted, but the
full name must be enclosed in a sealed envelope, which
will not be opened if the article be rejected.

If an article is to be continued in successive numbers,
the whole is to be sent in at once.

NJ contribution will be inserted, which is not the bona fide
production of some one who is, or has been, a Member of
the School.

We decline to hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our contributors.

Contributors are requested to write legibly, and
only on ONE side of the paper.


